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Abstract: In axial compressors, the unsteady flow caused by the interaction between dynamic and
static cascades will make the moving vanes subject to periodic forces and increase the risk of high-
cycle fatigue fractures. In this study, an “S”-type bowed guide vane was designed and a 1.5-stage axial
compressor model was established. For five guide vanes with different bending coefficients, unsteady
numerical simulation was carried out under design conditions and near-blockage conditions. The
influence of the guide vane bending coefficient on the pressure ratio and efficiency is analyzed, and
the aerodynamic exciting force on moving vanes is analyzed by using the fast Fourier transform. The
study shows that the model with an “S”-type bowed guide vane can greatly reduce the amplitude of
aerodynamic exciting force on moving vanes. The model with a guide vane bending coefficient of
−10 mm can reduce the tangential and axial aerodynamic exciting force amplitudes at the first-order
blade-passing frequency by 90.82% and 90.39% under the design conditions, respectively. Under
the near-blockage condition, the tangential and axial aerodynamic exciting force amplitudes can be
reduced by 85.84% and 86.58%, respectively. This can greatly improve the vibration safety of the
moving vane.

Keywords: axial compressor; unsteady flow; aerodynamic exciting force; “S”-type bowed; guide vane

1. Introduction

The unsteady flow caused by the relative motion between the moving and static vanes
is an intrinsic unsteady phenomenon in fluid machinery, and has certain periodic laws. The
outlet aerodynamic parameters of the upstream vane are not uniform, but show a periodic
distribution [1], so the downstream moving vane will bear the high-frequency periodic
aerodynamic exciting force during rotation. For axial flow compressors, the high-frequency
aerodynamic exciting force on the moving vane will increase the high-cycle fatigue fracture
risk and reduce the compressor service life. It is also an important part of the compressor
aerodynamic noise. Therefore, it is very important to study the unsteady flow phenomena
in axial flow compressors and explore efficient measures to reduce the flow exciting force
of moving vanes for safe and stable operations [2].

Many scholars have carried out detailed research on unsteady flow in axial flow
compressors. Gallus et al. [3,4] experimentally measured the pressure fluctuation on the
surface of the moving and stator blades in the subsonic compressor as well as the shape
of the moving wake. The results show that the higher-order harmonics of potential flow
interaction attenuate very quickly. In most cases, the amplitude of the second harmonic is
only 20% to 40% of the first harmonic, and the influence of the higher harmonic on the blade
vibration is very small. When the axial clearance of the cascade row is small, the potential
flow interference and the wake maintain the same order of magnitude. Thus, increasing the
axial clearance can reduce the discrete tone level. The research by Gorrell [5] shows that, in
transonic compressors, with a smaller axial clearance between moving and stator blades,
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the aerodynamic loss caused by stator–rotor interactions increases gradually, resulting in
the decline of axial compressor performance. Douglas et al. [6] studied the unsteady flow
characteristics generated by the interaction between guide vane wakes and moving blades
of axial compressors through experiments, and analyzed the probability distribution of the
wake characteristics. The results indicate that the relative position between the moving
and stator blades have a strong correlation with unsteady aerodynamic response of the
moving vanes, but this correlation would be weakened with the decrease of the flow rate
under working conditions. Burkhardt et al. [7] conducted the unsteady measurements of
the moving and stator blades for the high load 1.5-stage axial compressor and studied the
influence of different working conditions on boundary layer transition. Smith et al. [8]
explored the influence of the interaction between upstream blades on the downstream
blade boundary layer transition position through a 3-stage axial compressor test rig.

The research on unsteady aerodynamic exciting forces can be traced back to the 1960s.
Lefcort [9] used a simple analysis model to predict the pressure fluctuation of adjacent
blades. However, due to the lack of cognition at that time, the author could only make
rough assumptions about the research model, which pose a limitation on its adaptability.
Daigji et al. [10] studied the correlation between wake and unsteady aerodynamic forces,
and the influence of wake on moving cascades is studied through the combination of the
finite element method and the finite difference method. Mailach et al. [11] studied the
influence mechanism of unsteady blade row interference on unsteady aerodynamic forces
of a 4-stage compressor. In this research, the time and frequency domain distribution of
aerodynamic forces are analyzed. It is pointed out that the amplitude and shape of aero-
dynamic forces are not only related to the wake strength and flow field potential, but also
affected by the interaction between the wake and the potential flow field. Smith et al. [12]
set up a three-stage axial compressor test platform and used high-frequency response
pressure sensors to conduct tests. The results show that the rotor wake and tip clearance
flow are the main reasons for the unsteady load fluctuation of the downstream stator blades.
The two rows of moving vanes adjacent to the stator blade have a significant effect on the
unsteady pressure fluctuation on its surface, and the timing effect has obvious effects on
the dynamic–static interference.

It can be found that the unsteady flow in the compressor is mainly caused by the
interference of the potential flow field and wake. The stator–rotor interaction plays a
decisive role in the unsteady force on the blade. Many scholars have designed the structure
of the blade in an effort to improve the unsteady aerodynamic performance as well as reduce
the aerodynamic exciting force and noise. Monk et al. [13] analyzed the effect of asymmetric
stator distribution on unsteady flow by researching a three-stage compressor. It can be
found from Fourier transform results that the number of stator blades is asymmetric, which
reduces the amplitude of aerodynamic excitation and deflects the excitation frequency.
Wenjie et al. [14] studied the method of reducing the dynamic and static interference noise
using nonuniform trailing edge blowing. Through numerical simulation, they found that
the axial force amplitude of the moving vane at the first-order blade-passing frequency
can be reduced by 63.83%. Milidonis et al. [15] studied the effects of clocking on acoustic
noise-generation characteristics in a 1.5-stage axial compressor using high-fidelity and
low-order numerical methods. It is found that stator clocking has little effect on compressor
efficiency and tonal acoustic noise levels in the far field but the amplitude varies differently
when the clocking position varies in the near field. Asymmetric stator distribution and
nonuniform trailing edge blowing can play a better role in reducing the amplitude of the
airflow exciting force. However, the structure of these designs is very complex and the cost
is greatly increased.

Improving unsteady performance by changing the vane stacking in space is also a
research direction. Weir et al. [16] measured the influence of forward swept rotors and
inclined guide vane on rotor–stator interaction noise. The results show that the noise
of the improved fan model is lower than that of the original model in most conditions.
Bamberger et al. [17] changed the sweep strategy and geometrical parameters to optimize
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the sound emission and efficiency of a low-pressure axial fan using the simplex method,
and verified it via experiments and numerical methods. Bohn et al. [18] compared the
3D unsteady flow field of a cylindrical-designed blade and bow-blade with numerical
calculations, and found that bow-blades can reduce the wake intensity and the unsteady
profile pressure fluctuations. Laborderie et al. [19] established a two-stagger-angle method
to predict the vane camber effects on fan noise. It has been shown that the interaction noise
sources are predominant in the leading-edge region. Ling et al. [20] optimized the stacking
line of the compressor curved vane of a linear compressor, analyzed the influence of a stack
line on aerodynamic loss, and obtained the optimum stack line under different geometric
parameters and aerodynamic conditions. Rajesh et al. [21] proposed a variable camber inlet
guide to increase the stable operating range of a low-speed axial compressor and analyzed
its stable operating range and efficiency at an off-design point using numerical simulation.
Wadia et al. [22] designed a swept and leaned-outlet guide vane. Through numerical
calculation, it is found that it can reduce the potential flow interaction of stators and rotors
and reduce the back-pressure disturbance. Keke et al. [23] studied the influence of a stator
blade camber on the unsteady performance of axial turbines, and found that a bowed stator
can effectively reduce the airflow exciting force amplitude of rotor blades. Xiangyi et al. [24]
studied the effect of variable-camber inlet guide vanes on the performance of compressors
using a numerical method. Results show that the stall margin and the total pressure rise of
the compressor rotor are sensitive to the span range of the variable-camber. Lei et al. [25]
studied the effect of bowed outlet guide vanes in gas turbines on the heat conduction and
aerodynamic performance near the endwall using numerical simulations. It was found
that the bowed vanes can effectively reduce the endwall heat transfer. Niu et al. [26] found
that forward-swept and positive-leaned vanes can reduce the exciting force and make the
output power more stable for gas turbines using numerical calculations. Liu et al. [27]
conducted numerical and aeroacoustic studies on axial flow compressors with different
lean angles of the stator, and found that a positive leaned stator has better noise reduction
effect than the negative. Zhu et al. [28] found that the combination of blade lean and blade
clocking can improve unsteady aerodynamic performance and adiabatic efficiency through
the numerical simulation of 1.5-stage axial turbines.

Through the above research, it can be found that most of the researches are aimed at
improving unsteady aerodynamic performance or reducing aerodynamic noise. However,
in order to ensure the safe and stable operation of the compressor, the unsteady force on the
vane is also very important. In addition, changing the vane stacking line in the tangential
direction has a greater impact on the unsteady aerodynamic performance of fluid machinery,
and the effect of reducing unsteady aerodynamic force is more obvious. However, most of
the designs are leaned vanes and “C”-type bowed vanes. This study improved the structure
of the guide vane of the axial compressor with an “S”-type bowed guide vane, and the
improvement is validated on a 1.5-stage axial compressor model. For five guide vane
models with different bending coefficients, the unsteady numerical simulation was carried
out under design conditions and near-blockage conditions, respectively. The influence of
the “S”-type bowed guide vane on the aerodynamic performance and the aerodynamic
exciting force on moving vanes are both studied to explore the optimal structure of the
guide vane of the 1.5-stage axial compressor.

2. Methods
2.1. The 1.5-Stage Axial Compressor with the “S”-Type Bowed Guide Vane

In this study, based on a civil axial compressor, a numerical calculation model of a
1.5-stage full three-dimensional axial compressor including a guide vane, moving vane,
and stator vane was established. The structural parameters of the compressor model are
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Structure parameters of the 1.5-stage axial compressor.

Parameters Guide Vane Moving Vane Stator Vane

number of blades 54 36 45
inner diameter of vane/mm 260 260 260
outer diameter of vane/mm 447 445 442

rated speed/rpm — 4830 —

The guide vane of the original model is straight. We fix the endwall sections and
ensure that the profiles at different blade height positions are the same. The stacking line
is bent into the “S”-type in the form of a sine function in the tangential direction and its
position in the axial direction is unchanged. The stacking line of the “S”-type bowed curved
guide vane can be expressed as shown in Equation (1) in the cylindrical coordinate system:

c = a sin
(

2π

R1 − R0
(r − R0)

)
(1)

where a is defined as the guide vane bending coefficient, which represents the maximum
distance of the “S”-type bowed guide vane from the original vane in the tangential direction.
R1 is the outer diameter of the guide vane, R0 is the inner diameter of the guide vane, r is
the radial coordinate of the stacking line, and c is the tangential coordinate of the stacking
line. Figure 1 shows the guide vanes with different bending coefficients.
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In this study, the 1.5-stage axial compressor with different bending coefficient a is nu-
merically simulated under the design condition and near-blockage condition, respectively.
The boundary conditions of the two working conditions are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Boundary conditions of the design condition and near-blockage condition.

Parameters Design Condition Near-Blockage Condition

inlet total pressure/kPa 101.32 101.32
inlet total temperature/K 288.15 288.15
outlet flow rate/kg·s−1 48.75 56

2.2. Numerical Method

The full three-dimensional unsteady Navier–Stokes equations are used for numerical
calculation, while real air is used as the working medium. The SST k-ω turbulence model
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is selected for unsteady aerodynamic analysis in this study. The computational domain
of aerodynamic analysis is established with the number of guide vanes, moving vanes,
and stator vanes being 6, 4, and 5, respectively. The computational domain is one-ninth
of the whole axial compressor model. The computational domains extend two times of
the guide vane chord ahead of the guide vane and three times of the stator chord length
behind the stator vane to improve the computational accuracy. Taking the a = 0 mm model
as an example, the geometric model of the aerodynamic computational domain is shown in
Figure 2.
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The numerical analysis is completed using the ANSYS CFX 16.0 software. The transient
rotor stator method [29,30] is adopted for dynamic and static interfaces. The transient rotor
stator method can well simulate the relative motion between the guide vane and the moving
vane as well as the relative motion between the moving vane and the stator vane by using
a sliding interface. The relative position of the grids on each side of the interface is updated
each timestep with the rotation of the moving vane. A high accuracy difference scheme is
adopted for convection terms and a second-order upwind scheme is adopted for time-term
discretization. The inlet turbulence intensity is 5% for a fully developed flow. The time
step equals 7.668 × 10−6 s, which means it takes 30-time steps for a moving vane to sweep
through a guide vane. In the unsteady calculation, the axial force and the tangential force
of a single moving vane are detected. When there are more than 10 regular cycles, the
calculation is considered to be convergent.

The frequency-domain distribution of unsteady aerodynamic exciting forces is ob-
tained using fast Fourier transform, and the frequency-domain distribution law of unsteady
aerodynamic forces can be obtained, including excitation amplitude and excitation fre-
quency, so as to further reveal the mechanism of aerodynamic excitation. In this study, the
function f (t) with a period of 2π is used to express the unsteady force of the moving vane,
as shown in Equation (2) [23].

f (t) =
+∞

∑
k=−∞

akeikt (2)

The spectrum function can be obtained using Fourier transformation of Equation (1),
as shown in Equation (3) [23].

ak =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
f (t)e−iktdt (3)

For the overall quantities, we validated the numerical calculation method through the
numerical analysis of NASA Rotor 67. Strazisar et al. [31] gave detailed test measurement
values of the blade. For the blade of Rotor 67, the number of grid nodes of the single
channel numerical model is 0.921 million, and the number of elements is 0.854 million.
The grid is densified at the tip clearance and the blade surface. Parameter settings for
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numerical analysis are as follows: (1) The calculation domain is set as the rotation domain,
the rotational speed is 16,043 rpm, and the working medium is ideal gas. The turbulence
model is SST k-ω; (2) The total inlet pressure is set to 101,325 Pa, and the total temperature
is set to 288.15 K; (3) By adjusting the back pressure at the outlet, the pressure ratio and
efficiency under various flow conditions are calculated; (4) The position of the inner wall
of the hub and the gearbox is under the condition of a no-slip wall. Based on the above
settings, the aerodynamic performance of the R67 fan blade is calculated. At 100% speed,
the blockage flow of the fan blade is 34.56 kg·s−1, the test data are 34.96 kg·s−1, and the
relative error of numerical simulation is 1.1%. In order to facilitate the comparison, the
flow results under all calculation conditions are dimensionless treated with the blockage
flow, and the change curve of performance parameters under the dimensionless flow rate
is obtained. The pressure ratio of fan blades is defined as:

Pr =
Pt

o
Pt

i
(4)

where Pt
o is the total outlet pressure, and Pt

i is the total inlet pressure. The isentropic
efficiency of fan blades is defined as:

η =
H2s − H1

H2 − H1
(5)

where H2s is the outlet enthalpy value of the compressor under isentropic compression,
H1 is the inlet enthalpy value of the compressor, and H2 is the actual outlet enthalpy of
the compressor.

Figure 3 shows the pressure ratio and efficiency obtained via numerical calculation
with the experimental data. The red curve is the fitting result of numerical calculations,
and the black point is the test result. The pressure ratio and efficiency obtained using
numerical calculations are in good agreement with the experimental data. In the whole
flow rate range, the maximum error of the pressure ratio obtained via experiments and
numerical simulations is less than 2.0%, and the maximum error of efficiency is less than
3.0%, which verifies the accuracy of the numerical method for the overall quantities analysis
of compressor blades.
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For an unsteady computation method, Zhu et al. [32] performed unsteady aerody-
namic analysis on a 1.5-stage subsonic axial compressor through the same turbulence model
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and numerical method and compared it with experimental data [33,34]. The average error
of efficiency between CFD and the experimental results is about 4%, while the maximum
error of total pressure coefficients is about 0.8%. In addition, the main frequencies of
the flow field obtained using CFD are consistent with experimental data. Therefore, the
unsteady numerical method used in this study is appropriate and accurate.

2.3. Numerical Validation

The whole fluid domain is divided into high-quality hexahedral grids. The O-type
grid is applied around vanes and the H-type grid is mainly applied in the flow channels.
The grids near the wall are densified to ensure the accuracy of the aerodynamic parameter
calculations of the boundary layer. The value of y+ near the wall is less than 1. The
grid is also densified at the trailing edge and leading edge to fully reflect the geometric
characteristics. Taking the a = 0 mm model as an example, Figure 4 shows the unsteady
tangential force on the moving vane with different grid numbers under design condition.
When the grid numbers increase from 6.7 million to 8.2 million, the maximum relative error
of the tangential force is less than 0.1%. The number of grids is determined to be 6.7 million.
Figure 5 shows the grids used in this study.
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The time step used in the unsteady calculation is also verified. Taking the a = 0 mm
model as an example, Figure 6 shows the unsteady tangential force on the moving vane
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with different time steps under the design condition. The maximum error of the model
with time steps of 7.668 × 10−6 s and 5.751 × 10−6 s is less than 0.2%. Therefore, setting
the time step to 7.668 × 10−6 s can not only accurately show the unsteady parameters, but
also do not increase the unnecessary calculation.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Unsteady Aerodynamic Results under the Design Condition

Table 3 shows the pressure ratio and total efficiency of different guide vane bending co-
efficients under the design condition. It can be seen that the guide vane bending coefficient
has little effect on the overall aerodynamic performance. The pressure ratio decreases with
the increase of a. The pressure ratio of the a = 10 mm model decreases by 0.18% compared
with the a = 0 mm model. The total efficiency of the “S”-type bowed models is reduced. The
total efficiency of the structure with the a = −10 mm decreases the most, which is 0.57%.

Table 3. Overall aerodynamic performance under the design condition.

Bending Coefficient a/mm −10 −5 0 5 10

pressure ratio 1.1908 1.1904 1.1903 1.1901 1.1882
total efficiency/% 82.39 82.66 82.93 82.64 82.51

Figure 7 shows the turbulent kinetic energy distribution of models with different
bending coefficients at different axial positions under the design condition at the time
t = 0 T. The left figure is the front 2 mm position of the moving vane, which is the inflow of
the moving vane. The middle figure is the middle position of the moving vane passage.
The right figure is the back 2 mm position of the moving vane, which is downstream of the
moving vane. It can be seen that, although the flow channels are geometrically symmetrical,
the turbulent kinetic energy distribution of different flow channels is different, which is
caused by the inherent unsteadiness of turbulence. At the inflow of the moving vane,
the distribution of the high turbulent kinetic energy region is the same as the guide vane
shape. This is because as the fluid flows downstream, the guide vane surface boundary
layer changes to the turbulent boundary layer. The flow in the turbulent boundary layer
is disordered. The turbulent boundary layers on both sides fall off and converge at the
guide vane trailing edge, forming a wake area with higher turbulence intensity and more
vortices. In addition, there are also regions with higher turbulent kinetic energy near the
endwall, where the turbulent kinetic energy intensity near the hub is higher than that near
the shroud. The area with higher turbulence kinetic energy regions near the shroud of the
a = −5 mm model is very small while that of the other models is large.
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In the moving vane channel, the turbulent kinetic energy of the main flow area is
low, and the areas with high turbulent kinetic energy are mainly concentrated on the
moving vane surface and endwall, which is caused by the boundary layer. Among them,
the turbulent kinetic energy near the hub is significantly higher. This is because the fluid
domain of the moving vane is a rotating domain. Under the effect of centrifugal forces, the
fluid in the moving vane channel tends to move in the radial direction, so the fluid near the
hub is easier to perform flow separation. Among them, the turbulent kinetic energy of the
a = −5 mm model is the smallest near the hub. With the increase of a, the turbulent kinetic
energy near the hub shows an increasing trend. In addition, the intensity of turbulent
kinetic energy near the suction surface of the moving vane is also significantly higher than
that near the pressure surface. This is depended by the shape of the vane. The pressure
surface is concave while the suction surface is convex. Fluid flow separation is more likely
to occur when flowing through a convex surface.

Turbulent kinetic energy distribution downstream of the moving vane is also uneven
in the circumferential direction according to the shape of the moving vane. The turbulent
kinetic energy intensity is high in the wake area near the moving vane trailing edge, and
low in the mainstream area near the middle of the moving vane channel. In the wake of
the moving vane, the turbulent kinetic energy distribution along the blade height is also
uneven. The turbulent kinetic energy intensity is higher at the position with a lower blade
height. In the a = 0 mm, a = 5 mm, and a = 10 mm models, the area near the hub with high
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turbulent kinetic energy is separated from the moving vane wake area, which has a great
impact on the mainstream.

Figures 8 and 9 show the tangential and axial exciting force–time domain distribution
on moving vanes of different bending coefficient models under the design condition. It can
be seen that the tangential and axial aerodynamic exciting forces show obvious periodicity.
In the a = −5 mm, a = 0 mm, a = 5 mm, and a = 10 mm models, the time domain distribution
of the exciting force is close to the form of sine functions. The time domain distribution
of the aerodynamic exciting force of the a = −10 mm model is very different from other
models. Although the exciting force of the a = −10 mm also shows a certain periodicity, its
distribution is not in the form of a sine function, and the amplitude is significantly reduced
compared with other models. The periodic aerodynamic exciting force will easily cause
high-cycle fatigue fracture of the moving vane, reducing the service life of the blade. In
addition, the phases of axial force and tangential force of different models are almost the
same, which indicates that the tangential force and axial force reach the maximum and
minimum values almost simultaneously. It means that the amplitude of the resultant force
of the moving vane is larger, which is more unfavorable to the vibration safety of the blade.
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Figure 9. Axial force–time domain distribution under design conditions.

Theoretically, the frequency of a high-frequency aerodynamic exciting force should be
equal to the first-order blade-passing frequency. The number of guide vanes is 54 and the
speed is 4830 rpm, so the time for a single moving vane to sweep through a guide vane
channel is 2.3 × 10−4 s, and the first order blade-passing frequency is 4347 Hz.

The time domain distribution of aerodynamic exciting forces is analyzed by using
fast Fourier transform, and the frequency–domain distribution under design conditions
shown in Figure 10 is obtained. It can be seen that, for models with different bending
coefficients, there is a high local amplitude at the first-order blade-passing frequency, but
the magnitude of the amplitude is very different. Table 4 shows the time mean value and the
amplitude value at the first-order blade-passing frequency of aerodynamic exciting forces
with different bending coefficients. Compared with the a = 0 mm model, the aerodynamic
exciting force amplitude of the a = 5 mm model increases, in which the tangential exciting
force amplitude increases by 14.89% and the axial exciting force amplitude increases by
14.35%. The aerodynamic exciting force amplitudes of the other models decreased, of
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which the a = −10 mm model decreased the most, the tangential exciting force amplitude
decreased by 90.82%, and the axial exciting force amplitude decreased by 90.39%.
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Table 4. Exciting force under design conditions.

Bending Coefficient a/mm −10 −5 0 5 10

tangential exciting force mean value/N 131.2 132.8 131.9 131.4 132.2
axial exciting force mean value/N 181.1 182.3 182.2 181.6 180.7

tangential exciting force amplitude value/N 0.448 3.033 4.882 5.609 4.460
axial exciting force amplitude value/N 0.578 3.722 6.013 6.876 5.423

Since the time–domain distribution of the air flow exciting force has obvious period-
icity, the time when a single moving vane sweeps through a guide vane channel is taken
as a period, and four times are selected in each period to analyze the flow field character-
istics. The time selection method is shown in Figure 11a, where 0.25 T is the time when
the exciting force is the maximum and 0.75 T is the time when the aerodynamic exciting
force is the minimum. In space, three section locations with different blade heights are
selected for flow-field analysis. The selection method of blade–height section is shown in
Figure 11b. For the “S”-type bowed guide vanes, 0.25 H and 0.75 H blade–height sections
are the locations where the guide vane deviates most from the original model.

Figure 12 shows the Mach number distribution of different positions at different times
of the model with a guide vane bending coefficient a = 0 mm under the design condition.
The moving vane with a black outline is the moving vane monitored in the unsteady
aerodynamic calculation. The fluid forms a boundary layer on the guide vane surface.
When the fluid flows out of the guide vane passage, the boundary layers on both sides
fall off and converge at the trailing edge, forming a vortex zone with low velocity behind.
The velocity of the mainstream near the middle of the guide vane channel is high, which
results in uneven velocity distribution at the guide vanes outlet. The moving vanes will be
alternately impacted by the high-speed fluid in the mainstream area and the low-speed
fluid in the vortex area, so they will be subject to the periodic unsteady aerodynamic
exciting force.
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Figure 12. Mach number distribution of the a = 0 mm model under design conditions.

At the position of h = 0.25 H, the overall Mach number changes little from the inlet
to the outlet of the guide vane. In the moving vane passage, the Mach number increases
significantly. The Mach number near the pressure surface is relatively low while the Mach
number near the suction surface is high. The maximum Mach number at the blade height
of h = 0.25 H appears near the suction surface trailing edge. After the fluid flows through
the stator vane passage, the Mach number gradually decreases along the flow direction,
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and a vortex zone with a lower flow velocity is formed behind the stator vanes trailing
edge. The Mach number at the stator outlet is also relatively low, even lower than that at
the guide vane inlet.

At the h = 0.5 H position, the flow field distribution in the guide vane and moving
vane passage is similar to that at the position of h = 0.25 H, but the maximum Mach number
appears at the stator vanes suction surface. The Mach number at the stator outlet is lower
than that in the moving vane passage, but slightly higher than that at the guide vane inlet.
At the h = 0.75 H position, the Mach number in the stator passage is further increased, a
large area of the high Mach number appears on the pressure stator surface side, and the
Mach number at the stator outlet is also significantly increased compared with that at the
inlet of the guide vane. In summary, the Mach number tends to increase with the increase
of the blade height. The increase at the downstream position is more obvious.

The red dotted line marks the relative position of the moving vane leading edge and
the guide vane. For the a = 0 mm model, although the guide vane is straight, the moving
vane is designed to be twisted, so the relative position at different blade heights is slightly
different. At t = 0.25 T, the moving vane leading edge is roughly at the position just passing
the guide vane trailing edge, although relative positions of different blade heights are
slightly different. We analyze the influence of the guide vane wake on the exciting force of
the moving vane at this time. If there is no guide vane in this compressor stage, the moving
vane incoming flow is uniform along the tangential direction. The flow force acting on the
moving vane should be constant. The direction of the force is indicated by the black arrows
in the figure. When the guide vane exists, the moving vane incoming flow is uneven. At the
time t = 0.25 T, the low-speed fluid from the guide vane wake impacts the suction surface
of the moving vane as shown in the blue circle, while the high-speed fluid from the main
flow area of the guide vane impacts the pressure surface of the moving vane as shown in
the red circle. Since the higher the speed, the higher the momentum, so the fluid force on
both sides of the moving vane is different, and the fluid force on the pressure surface is
higher than the suction surface. Since the direction of force caused by the uneven incoming
flow is consistent with the direction of the aerodynamic force originally received by the
moving vane, the aerodynamic force received by the moving vane reaches the maximum
value at t = 0.25 T.

At the time t = 0.5 T, the moving vane leading edge rotates to the middle position of
the guide vane channel, and the tangential force and axial force decrease. At time t = 0.75 T,
with the rotation of the moving vane, the moving vane leading edge is close to the wake
area of the next guide vane. The low-speed fluid in the guide vane wake area impacts the
pressure surface of the moving vane, and the high-speed fluid in the main flow area of the
guide vane impacts the suction surface. The fluid force on the suction surface is higher than
that on the pressure surface. Since the direction of the force caused by the uneven incoming
flow is opposite to the direction of the aerodynamic force originally received by the moving
vane, the aerodynamic force received by the moving vane reaches the minimum value at
t = 0.75 T.

Since the aerodynamic exciting force amplitude of the a = 5 mm model is the largest,
the unsteady flow field distribution of the a = 5 mm model is analyzed in detail. Figure 13
shows the Mach number distribution of different positions at different times of the model
with a guide vane bending coefficient a = 5 mm under the design condition. The overall
distribution of the Mach number is basically consistent with that of the a = 0 mm model.
The Mach number tends to increase with the increase in blade height. The increase at the
downstream position is more obvious. This shows that the a = 5 mm model will not have
too much deviation from the a = 0 mm model in overall aerodynamic parameters.

The red dotted line marks the relative position of the moving vane leading edge and
the guide vane. It can be seen that, at different blade heights, the relative position of the
moving vane leading edge and the guide vane is almost the same. This results in that, at
the same time, the influence of uneven flow field on the moving vane is almost the same at
different blade heights.
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Figure 13. Mach number distribution of the a = 5 mm model under design conditions.

At t = 0.25 T, the moving vane leading edge is roughly at the position just passing
the guide vane trailing edge. The low-speed fluid from the guide vane wake impacts the
suction surface of the moving vane as shown in the blue circle, while the high-speed fluid
from the main flow area of the guide vane impacts the pressure surface of the moving
vane as shown in the red circle. The fluid force on the pressure surface is higher than that
on the suction surface. The direction of the force caused by the uneven incoming flow is
consistent with the direction of the aerodynamic force originally received by the moving
vane. Moreover, at different blade heights, the effect of increasing aerodynamic force is
almost the same, which further increases the aerodynamic force.

At t = 0.75 T, the moving vane leading edge is roughly close to the trailing edge of
the other guide vane. A low-speed fluid from the guide vane wake impacts the pressure
surface of the moving vane as shown in the blue circle, while the high-speed fluid from
the main flow area of the guide vane impacts the suction surface of the moving vane as
shown in the red circle. The fluid force on the suction surface is higher than the pressure
surface. The direction of the force caused by the uneven incoming flow is opposite to the
direction of the aerodynamic force originally received by the moving vane. Furthermore,
at different blade heights, the effect of reducing the aerodynamic force is almost the same,
which further reduces the aerodynamic force at this time. Therefore, the a = 5 mm model
will increase the aerodynamic exciting force amplitude on the moving vane.

Since the aerodynamic exciting force amplitude of the a = −10 mm model is minimal,
the unsteady flow field distribution of the a = −10 mm model is analyzed in detail. Figure 14
shows the Mach number distribution of different positions at different times of the model
with a guide vane bending coefficient a = −10 mm under design conditions. The overall
distribution of the Mach number is basically consistent with that of the a = 0 mm model.
This shows that the a = −10 mm model will also not have too much deviation from the
a = 0 mm model in overall aerodynamic parameters.
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The red dotted line marks the relative position of the moving vane leading edge and
the guide vane. It can be seen that, at different blade heights, the relative position difference
between the moving vane leading edge and the guide vane is very large. Taking the time
t = 0 T as an example, at h = 0.25 H, the moving vane leading edge is at the position just
passing the trailing edge of the guide vane. A low-speed fluid from the guide vane wake
impacts the suction surface of the moving vane, as shown in the blue circle, while the
high-speed fluid from the main flow area of the guide vane impacts the pressure surface
of the moving vane, as shown in the red circle. The fluid force on the pressure surface
is higher than that on the suction surface. The direction of the force caused by uneven
incoming flow is consistent with the direction of the aerodynamic force originally received
by the moving vane. This increases the aerodynamic force on the moving vane.

At t = 0.75 T, the moving vane leading edge is roughly close to the trailing edge of
the other guide vane. A low-speed fluid from the guide vane wake impacts the pressure
surface of the moving vane, as shown in the blue circle, while the high-speed fluid from the
main flow area of the guide vane impacts the suction surface of the moving vane, as shown
in the red circle. The fluid force on the suction surface is higher than that on the pressure
surface. The direction of the force caused by the uneven incoming flow is opposite to the
direction of the aerodynamic force originally received by the moving vane. This will reduce
the aerodynamic force on the moving vane. This means that, at different blade heights, the
uneven flow field at the guide vane outlet may have the opposite effect on the force of the
moving vane. Therefore, the amplitude of the exciting force on the moving vane of the
a = −10 mm model is very small, and the time–domain distribution curve of the exciting
force is not like other models showing regular sine-like curves.

3.2. Unsteady Aerodynamic Results under Near-Blockage Conditions

Table 5 shows the pressure ratio and total pressure of different guide vane bending
coefficients under near-blockage conditions. The effect of the guide vane bending coefficient
on the overall aerodynamic performance is consistent with that of the design condition
under the condition of near-blockage. The pressure ratio decreases with the increase in
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bending coefficients. When the bending coefficient a = 10 mm, the pressure ratio decreases
by 0.22% compared with the prototype. The total efficiency of the “S”-type bowed models is
reduced. The total efficiency of the structure with a = −10 mm decreases the most, which is
0.87%. In addition, the pressure ratio and total efficiency under the near-blockage condition
are generally lower than that in the design condition.

Table 5. Overall aerodynamic performance under near-blockage conditions.

Bending Coefficient a/mm −10 −5 0 5 10

pressure ratio 1.1651 1.1637 1.1636 1.1632 1.1610
total efficiency/% 80.87 81.59 81.74 81.72 81.21

Figure 15 shows the turbulent kinetic energy distribution of models with different
bending coefficients at different axial positions of the moving vane under near-blockage
conditions at the time t = 0 T. The left figure is the front 2 mm position of the moving vane,
which is the inflow of the moving vane. The middle figure is the middle position of the
moving vane passage. The right figure is the back 2 mm position of the moving vane, which
is downstream of the moving vane.
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The turbulent kinetic energy distribution of the near-blockage condition is similar
to that of the design condition on the whole, but it is different locally. The difference
is that the turbulent kinetic energy intensity in the guide vane wake region under the
near-blockage condition is higher than that under design conditions. This is due to the
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greater flow of near-blockage conditions. When the boundary layer on the guide vane
surface is transformed into a turbulent boundary layer, the turbulence intensity is higher,
which leads to higher turbulent kinetic energy of the guide vane wake.

In addition, the turbulent kinetic energy intensity downstream of the moving vane
under near-blockage conditions is obviously lower than that under the design conditions.
This is because for the 1.5-stage axial compressor, the pressurization process is mainly
completed in the rotor passage. Therefore, the flow in the moving vane channel is inverse
the pressure gradient flow, which will cause more serious flow separation on the moving
vane surface, making the turbulent kinetic energy of the moving vane wake larger. The
pressure ratio of the near-clogging condition is smaller, so the flow separation caused by
the inverse pressure gradient is lighter.

Figures 16 and 17 show the tangential and axial exciting force–time domain distri-
bution on the moving vane of different models under near-blockage conditions. In the
a = −5 mm, a = 0 mm, a = 5 mm, and a = 10 mm models, the time–domain distribution is
close to the form of the sine function. The time–domain distribution of the aerodynamic
exciting force of the a = −10 mm model is very different from other models.
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The time–domain distribution of the air flow exciting force under near-blockage
conditions is analyzed using a fast Fourier transform, and the spectrum distribution is
obtained as shown in Figure 18. The amplitude of the a = −10 mm model is much lower
than that of other models.

Table 6 shows the time mean value and the amplitude value at the first-order blade-
passing frequency of the aerodynamic exciting force with different bending coefficients.
Compared with the design condition, the mean value of the tangential force increased
slightly, the mean value of the axial force decreased, and the amplitude of the exciting
force under each model increased compared with the design condition. It can be seen
that, compared with the a = 0 mm model, the aerodynamic exciting force amplitude of the
a = 5 mm model increases, in which the tangential exciting force amplitude increases by
19.09% and the amplitude of the axial exciting force increases by 17.19%. The aerodynamic
exciting force amplitudes of the other models decreased, of which the a = −10 mm model
decreased the most, the tangential exciting force amplitude decreased by 85.84%, and the
axial exciting force amplitude decreased by 86.58%.
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Table 6. Exciting force under near-blockage conditions.

Bending Coefficient a/mm −10 −5 0 5 10

tangential exciting force mean value/N 138.2 136.1 137.3 137.9 136.1
axial exciting force mean value/N 169.7 167.2 168.3 168.7 166.6

tangential exciting force amplitude value/N 0.719 3.114 5.081 6.051 5.223
axial exciting force amplitude value/N 0.823 3.641 6.133 7.184 6.010

Figure 19 shows the Mach number distribution for the a = 0 mm model under the
near-blockage conditions. The overall Mach number of the near blocking condition is
higher than that of the design condition. At the position of h = 0.25 H, the Mach number
of the stator outlet is almost the same as the inlet Mach number of the guide vane in the
near-blockage condition, which is different from the design condition.

In addition, at the position of h = 0.75 H, the Mach number in the stator passage is not
much higher than that in the guide vane and moving vane passage. The Mach number
difference of different blade heights is reduced in the near-blockage condition compared
to the design condition. At the time t = 0.25 T, the exciting force on the moving vane is
the largest, and the leading edge of the moving vane is at the position just passing the
guide vane trailing edge. At the time t = 0.75 T, the exciting force on the moving vane is
the smallest, and the leading edge of the moving vane is at the position near the trailing
edge of the next guide vane. The relative position of the moving vane and guide vane is
consistent with that under the design condition.

Under the near-blockage condition, the aerodynamic exciting force amplitude of
the a = 5 mm model is the highest and the aerodynamic exciting force amplitude of the
a = −10 mm model is the lowest. Figures 20 and 21 show the Mach number distributions of
a = 5 mm and a = −10 mm under near-blocking conditions. The Mach number distribution
of different models is not much different. It shows that the “S”-type bowed guide vane
will not have a great impact on the overall aerodynamic performance under near-blockage
conditions. The reason for the increase and decrease of the aerodynamic exciting force
amplitude is the same as that of the design condition, which is determined by the relative
position of the moving vane and the guide vane of different blade heights. The reason for
the change of the aerodynamic exciting force amplitude is the same as that of the design
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condition, which is determined by the relative position of the moving vane and the guide
vane at different blade heights.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, an “S”-type bowed guide vane was designed, and a 1.5-stage axial
compressor model was established. For five guide vane models with different bending
coefficients, an unsteady numerical simulation was carried out under the design condition
and the near-blockage condition. The influence of the “S”-type bowed guide vane on the
overall aerodynamic performance, unsteady flow field distribution, and air flow exciting
force is analyzed. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) The pressure ratio decreases with the increase in the guide vane bending coeffi-
cient. Compared with the original straight vane, the pressure ratio under the design
condition and the near-blockage condition decreases by 0.18% and 0.22%, respec-
tively, in the a = 10 mm models. The total efficiency of the model with the “S”-type
bowed guide vane is reduced. The total efficiency of the a = −10 mm model de-
creases the most, which is 0.57% and 0.87% in the design condition and near-blockage
condition, respectively.

(2) The turbulence kinetic energy near the hub of the guide vane will increase with
the increase in the absolute value of the bending coefficient. The turbulence kinetic
energy of the guide vane wake under the near-blockage condition is higher than that
under the design condition due to the higher velocity. However, in the moving vane
passage and the wake of the moving vane, due to the low-pressure ratio under the
near-blockage condition, the flow separation caused by the inverse pressure gradient
is relatively small.

(3) The a = 5 mm model will increase the aerodynamic exciting force amplitude on the
moving vane. The a = −10 mm model can reduce the tangential and axial aerodynamic
exciting force amplitudes under the first-order blade-passing frequency of the moving
vane by 90.82% and 90.39% under the design condition, respectively. Under the
near-blockage condition, the reduced values are 85.84% and 86.58%, respectively. This
is because, for the a = −10 mm model, at different blade heights, the relative position
difference between the moving vane leading edge and the guide vane is very large.
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This means the uneven flow field at the guide vane outlet may have the opposite
effect on the force of the moving vane at different blade heights.

This shows that the “S”-type bowed guide vanes can greatly reduce the aerodynamic
exciting force amplitude under the premise of reducing aerodynamic efficiency, which
provides an idea for compressor design under some conditions with extremely high re-
quirements for vibration safety. Subsequently, we can consider the design of the moving
vane near the end wall to improve the efficiency of the compressor with the “S”-type bowed
guide vanes.
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